
Renewal of members

- three people's term ending - Jerry Robaidek, Matt Mayernik, Jeremiah Brown
- need to get renewals and new nominations before Oct 1.
- Jerry - would be able to renew term if no new people can be found
  - Matt – same
- Will try to find new people to nominate

Annual Meeting

- EIPT has received 194 paper submissions
  - Sessions on python, radar, etc., typical topics
  - Also sessions being organized on NOAA big data, and cloud computing
- Joint session with ASLI
  - At least 2 submissions, maybe more, ASLI submission deadline is Sept 1
- EIPT asking for people to be judges for student competition, if you want to volunteer or suggest names, contact Scott Jacobs
- BDS meeting on Wed. morning, will try to ensure remote access
- Mohan requested a town hall to discuss the NSF EarthCube program
- Theme – Observations Lead the Way
  - Presidential forum, emphasizes the theme, not sure of the speakers, presentations and panels on the first day of the meeting
- 2018 meeting in Austin

AMS data citation and archiving recommendation

- Policy updated earlier this year based on BDS work, new examples added
- Matt had recent questions via NCAR data center about truncation of organizational names, will send feedback to AMS
- Will be important to evaluate the compliance etc, at some point in the near future
- Possible question for future discussion: Software citation
  - Damien Irving article on this topic in July 2016 BAMS issue